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TThe verdict is a political judgement and he verdict is a political judgement and reects a decisionreects a decision

which could as well have which could as well have been taken by the state been taken by the state yearsyears

ago. Its focus is on ago. Its focus is on the possession of land and the building athe possession of land and the building a

new temple to replace the destroyed mosque. The problemnew temple to replace the destroyed mosque. The problem

was entangled in contemporary politics involving religiouswas entangled in contemporary politics involving religious

identities but also claimed to be identities but also claimed to be based on historical evidence.based on historical evidence.

This latter aspect has been invoked but subsequently setThis latter aspect has been invoked but subsequently set

aside in the judgement.aside in the judgement.

The court has declared that a particular spot is where a divineThe court has declared that a particular spot is where a divine

or semi-divine person was born and where a new temple isor semi-divine person was born and where a new temple is

to be built to commemorate the birth. This is in response toto be built to commemorate the birth. This is in response to

an appeal by Hindu faith and belief. Given the absence of an appeal by Hindu faith and belief. Given the absence of 

evidence in support of the claim, such evidence in support of the claim, such a verdict is not whata verdict is not what

one expects from a one expects from a court of law. Hindus deeply revere Ramacourt of law. Hindus deeply revere Rama

as a deity but can this support a legal decision on claims to aas a deity but can this support a legal decision on claims to a

 birthplace, posse birthplace, possession of lassion of land and nd and the deliberate the deliberate destructiondestruction

of a major historical monument to assist in acquiring theof a major historical monument to assist in acquiring the

land?land?

The verdict claims that there was a temple of the twelfthThe verdict claims that there was a temple of the twelfth

century AD at the site which was destroyed to build thecentury AD at the site which was destroyed to build the

mosque – hence the legitimacy of building a new temple.mosque – hence the legitimacy of building a new temple.

The excavations of tThe excavations of the Archaehe Archaeological Survey of ological Survey of India andIndia and

its readings have been fully accepted even though theseits readings have been fully accepted even though these

have been strongly disputed by other archaeologists andhave been strongly disputed by other archaeologists and

historians. Since this is a matter of professional expertisehistorians. Since this is a matter of professional expertise

on which there was a sharp difference of opinion, theon which there was a sharp difference of opinion, the

categorical acceptance of the one point of view, and thatcategorical acceptance of the one point of view, and that

too in a simplistic manner, does little to build condencetoo in a simplistic manner, does little to build condence

in the verdict. One judge stated that he did not delve intoin the verdict. One judge stated that he did not delve into

the historical aspect since he was not a historian but wentthe historical aspect since he was not a historian but went

on to say that history and archaeology were not absolutelyon to say that history and archaeology were not absolutely

essential to decide these suits! Yessential to decide these suits! Yet what are at issue are et what are at issue are thethe

historicity of the claims and the historical structures of thehistoricity of the claims and the historical structures of the

 past one millennium. past one millennium.

A mosque built almost 500 years ago and which was partA mosque built almost 500 years ago and which was part

of our cultural heritage was destroyed willfully by a mobof our cultural heritage was destroyed willfully by a mob

urged on by a political leadership. There is no urged on by a political leadership. There is no mention in themention in the

summary of the verdict that this act of wanton destruction,summary of the verdict that this act of wanton destruction,

and a crime against our heritage, should be condemned. Theand a crime against our heritage, should be condemned. The

new temple will have its sanctum – the presumed birthplacenew temple will have its sanctum – the presumed birthplace

of Rama – in the area of the of Rama – in the area of the debris of the mosque. Whereasdebris of the mosque. Whereas

the destruction of the supposed temple is condemned andthe destruction of the supposed temple is condemned and

 becomes  becomes the the justication justication for for building building a a new new temple, temple, thethe

destruction of the mosque is not, perhaps by placing itdestruction of the mosque is not, perhaps by placing it

conveniently outside the purview of the case.conveniently outside the purview of the case.

The verdict has created a precedent in the court of lawThe verdict has created a precedent in the court of law

that land can be claimed by declaring it to be the birth-that land can be claimed by declaring it to be the birth-

 place  place of of a a divine divine or or semi-divine semi-divine being being worshipped worshipped by by aa

group that denes itself as a community. There will nowgroup that denes itself as a community. There will now

 be  be many suchmany such janmasthansjanmasthans wherever appropriate propertywherever appropriate property

can be found or a required dispute manufactured. Sincecan be found or a required dispute manufactured. Since

the deliberate destruction of historical monuments has notthe deliberate destruction of historical monuments has not

 been condemned what is to stop people from  been condemned what is to stop people from continuing tocontinuing to

destroy others? destroy others? The legislation The legislation of 1993 aof 1993 against changinggainst changing

the status of places of worship has been, as we have seen inthe status of places of worship has been, as we have seen in

recent years, quite recent years, quite ineffective.ineffective.

What happened in history, happened. It cannot be changed.What happened in history, happened. It cannot be changed.

But we can learn to understand what happened in its fuller But we can learn to understand what happened in its fuller 

context and strive to look at it on the basis of reliablecontext and strive to look at it on the basis of reliable

evidence. We cannot change the past to justify the politicsevidence. We cannot change the past to justify the politics

of the present. The verdict has annulled respect for historyof the present. The verdict has annulled respect for history

and seeks to replace history with religious faith. Trueand seeks to replace history with religious faith. True

reconciliation can only come when there is condence thatreconciliation can only come when there is condence that

the law in this country bases itself not just on faith andthe law in this country bases itself not just on faith and

 belief, but on evidenc belief, but on evidence.e.

CourtesyCourtesy  Hindu Hindu

aYODHYa VeRDICtaYODHYa VeRDICt

 Romila Thapar  Romila Thapar 
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Civil Rights Movement Civil Rights Movement 

WWe have witnessed thirty years of armed conict ande have witnessed thirty years of armed conict and
the erosion of democratic values entrenched in thethe erosion of democratic values entrenched in the

rst post-independence Constitution. The end of the armedrst post-independence Constitution. The end of the armed
conict brought with it high expectations of a just peace,conict brought with it high expectations of a just peace,
strengthened strengthened democracy democracy and developmeand development. nt. The proposeThe proposedd
changes to the Constitution do not merely disappointchanges to the Constitution do not merely disappoint
these expectations, but in themselves give rise to gravethese expectations, but in themselves give rise to grave
apprehensions.apprehensions.

Major changes affecting the scope Major changes affecting the scope of the of the President’President’s powerss powers
are being rushed through as “urgent in the national interest”.are being rushed through as “urgent in the national interest”.
They were approved at a special meeting of the CabinetThey were approved at a special meeting of the Cabinet
on Monday 30th August, and referred immediately to theon Monday 30th August, and referred immediately to the
Supreme Court. We understand that the nal form of theSupreme Court. We understand that the nal form of the
Bill was made available to concerned citizen groups andBill was made available to concerned citizen groups and
legal counsel only legal counsel only halfway through the Attorney-General’halfway through the Attorney-General’ss
submissions to the Supreme Court at the hearing on 31submissions to the Supreme Court at the hearing on 31
August. August. WWe see no justication for having certied the Bille see no justication for having certied the Bill
as “urgent in the national interest”. Such certication givesas “urgent in the national interest”. Such certication gives
the Supreme Court very little time to reach its the Supreme Court very little time to reach its determination,determination,
and restricts the opportunity for members of the public toand restricts the opportunity for members of the public to
intervene and make representations at the hearing.intervene and make representations at the hearing.

“What is contemplated is a“What is contemplated is a judicial decisionjudicial decision as to whether as to whether 

a provision of a Bill is inconsistent with the Constitution.a provision of a Bill is inconsistent with the Constitution.

A judicial decision means that the court must judgeA judicial decision means that the court must judge

conscientiously and as correctly as it possibly caconscientiously and as correctly as it possibly can. Tn. To do thiso do this

the court must rst inform itself regarding the argumentsthe court must rst inform itself regarding the arguments

for and against, read the authorities cited, and make up itsfor and against, read the authorities cited, and make up its

mind. The human mind is not an automaton which can bemind. The human mind is not an automaton which can be

called upon to make a decision in a limited time withoutcalled upon to make a decision in a limited time without

regard to arguments, reasons or regard to arguments, reasons or precedents. A precedents. A judge shouldjudge should

 be convinced  be convinced of the of the correctness of correctness of his decision his decision before hebefore he

decides. If he decides with a mental reservation that hedecides. If he decides with a mental reservation that he

has not had time to explore all aspects of a question, hehas not had time to explore all aspects of a question, he

should not decide, as he may decide wrongly, and thus theshould not decide, as he may decide wrongly, and thus the

citizens may be deprived of the benet of an importantcitizens may be deprived of the benet of an important

safeguard.” (safeguard.” (S. Nadesan S. Nadesan QC address QC address to the Constitutional to the Constitutional 

Court, 1972Court, 1972))

The Bill is The Bill is reportedly to be debated treportedly to be debated to a nish o a nish on Won Wednesdayednesday
8 September8 September. All this within the space of ten days! . All this within the space of ten days! PoliticalPolitical
 parties,  parties, civil civil society society groups, groups, concerned concerned citizens citizens and and thethe
media have had no adequate time to discuss the provisions of media have had no adequate time to discuss the provisions of 
the Bill or express views on the Bill or express views on its content and implications for its content and implications for 

future governance. Tfuture governance. To engage in o engage in informed public discussioninformed public discussion
is surely a basic right of the people. Its denial indicates ais surely a basic right of the people. Its denial indicates a
cynical disregard of citizens’ rights and the public interest.cynical disregard of citizens’ rights and the public interest.

Min Objcions o h BillMin Objcions o h Bill

(a) (a) It seeks to eliminate It seeks to eliminate the limitation placed by the limitation placed by thethe
Constitution on the Executive President’s term of Constitution on the Executive President’s term of 
ofce; andofce; and

(b) (b) It dilutes, to the It dilutes, to the extent of neextent of negating, the efgating, the effect of thefect of the
Constitutional Council responsible for nominating and/Constitutional Council responsible for nominating and/
or approving suitable candidates to the Supreme Court,or approving suitable candidates to the Supreme Court,
the Court of Appeal and the independent Election,the Court of Appeal and the independent Election,
Public Service, Police, Judicial Services and HumanPublic Service, Police, Judicial Services and Human
Rights Commissions.Rights Commissions.

The 1978 Constitution confersThe 1978 Constitution confers near absolutenear absolute powers onpowers on
the executive presidency, coupled with immunity fromthe executive presidency, coupled with immunity from
legal action. This has contributed to an erosion of the keylegal action. This has contributed to an erosion of the key
institutions necessary for good governance. institutions necessary for good governance. This is evidencedThis is evidenced
 by the reality of  by the reality of political interferenpolitical interference with law ece with law enforcementnforcement
agencies such as the police as well agencies such as the police as well as the public service andas the public service and
the conduct the conduct of elections of elections to legislative to legislative bodies. bodies. For theseFor these
reasons abolishing the Executive Presidential system wasreasons abolishing the Executive Presidential system was
incorporated in election manifestos of many parties over incorporated in election manifestos of many parties over thethe
years, including in the Mahinda Chinthanaya of 2005.years, including in the Mahinda Chinthanaya of 2005.

Democratic governance requires adequate checks on stateDemocratic governance requires adequate checks on state
 power power. The only e. The only existing checks on the Existing checks on the Executive Presidenxecutive Presidentt
of Sri Lanka are (a) the limitation of the presidency to twoof Sri Lanka are (a) the limitation of the presidency to two
terms and (b) the Constitutional Council (as created by theterms and (b) the Constitutional Council (as created by the
Seventeenth Seventeenth Amendment to the CAmendment to the Constitution). onstitution). WWe are of e are of 
the opinion, that the presidential immunity was conferredthe opinion, that the presidential immunity was conferred
in view of thain view of that term limit. t term limit. If the term If the term limit is to go, thenlimit is to go, then
the immunity conferred on the President must also bethe immunity conferred on the President must also be
removed. For the knowledge that at a denite time within theremoved. For the knowledge that at a denite time within the
foreseeable future the President will once again be legallyforeseeable future the President will once again be legally
accountable for acts committed whilst in ofce is a accountable for acts committed whilst in ofce is a powerfulpowerful
deterrent against misuse deterrent against misuse of power.of power.

The reality of abuse of executive powers that the countryThe reality of abuse of executive powers that the country
witnessed in these key areas was addressed to somewitnessed in these key areas was addressed to some
extent by the Seventeenth Amendment which providedextent by the Seventeenth Amendment which provided
for independent commissions. While recognizing thefor independent commissions. While recognizing the
weaknesses in the Seventeenth Amendment with regard toweaknesses in the Seventeenth Amendment with regard to
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the method of appointment of the Constitutional Council,the method of appointment of the Constitutional Council,
we must appreciate that it was for the we must appreciate that it was for the purpose of introducingpurpose of introducing
mechanisms mechanisms to pto prevent revent abuse abuse of of Presidential Presidential powerspowers
and minimize political interference with key institutions.and minimize political interference with key institutions.
The proposed amendment once again gives the PresidentThe proposed amendment once again gives the President
untrammeled power to make direct appointments to bodiesuntrammeled power to make direct appointments to bodies
that should,that should, in the interests of the peoplein the interests of the people, be independent of , be independent of 
 political pressure political pressure. If this be. If this becomes lawcomes law, a Preside, a President will onlynt will only
have to obtain “the observations” of others; and will nothave to obtain “the observations” of others; and will not
 be  be bound bound to to follow follow those those observations. observations. WWe e unreservedlyunreservedly
oppose this move.oppose this move.

The President will be required to attend Parliament at regular The President will be required to attend Parliament at regular 
intervals, but this cannot be considered an arrangement thatintervals, but this cannot be considered an arrangement that
will make him accountable to Parliament in the manner of will make him accountable to Parliament in the manner of 
a Prime Minister.a Prime Minister.

A check on the executive is the only way to protectA check on the executive is the only way to protect
citizens’ rights.Hence the importance of fundamentalcitizens’ rights.Hence the importance of fundamental
rights challenging state action, and the limited term of therights challenging state action, and the limited term of the
 presidency presidency. . That That a a person person may may be be a a Prime Prime Minister Minister or or aa
Minister or an MP or Leader of the Opposition any Minister or an MP or Leader of the Opposition any number number 
of times is irrelevant because they do not exercise the sameof times is irrelevant because they do not exercise the same
near-abnear-absolute powers. More important, they solute powers. More important, they do not have thedo not have the
immunity from legal action that the Presidency enjoys.immunity from legal action that the Presidency enjoys.

Current arguments on the need to re-elect a President for Current arguments on the need to re-elect a President for 
unlimited terms personalize the issue and focus on theunlimited terms personalize the issue and focus on the
importance of permittingimportance of permitting  President  President RajapaksaRajapaksa to be ato be a
Presidential candidate for many terms given his landslidePresidential candidate for many terms given his landslide
electoral electoral success. success. HoweverHowever, C, Constitutional onstitutional amendmentsamendments

will incorporate conditions that will apply irrespective of will incorporate conditions that will apply irrespective of 
 personal considera personal considerations, to any successor to tions, to any successor to this ofce.this ofce.

The proposed amendment will further entrench the worstThe proposed amendment will further entrench the worst
features of the Presidential system of features of the Presidential system of government under thegovernment under the
 present Constitution.  present Constitution. The government The government did not receive did not receive a twoa two
thirds majority with a mandate from the thirds majority with a mandate from the people to introducepeople to introduce
these major changes to our political life.these major changes to our political life.

Development is about the rights and wellbeing of theDevelopment is about the rights and wellbeing of the
 people. T people. To deny to o deny to the people accountable governance andthe people accountable governance and
democratic space is to make a mockery of the democratic space is to make a mockery of the developmentdevelopment
 process, especia process, especially in the context of a post-lly in the context of a post-conict societyconict society..

OUR APPEALOUR APPEAL

WWe seek the support of all Sri Lankans, in calling upone seek the support of all Sri Lankans, in calling upon

 Members  Members of of Parliament Parliament to to exercise exercise their their right right to to votevote

against the Bill;against the Bill;

We appeal to fellow citizens and civic-minded organisationsWe appeal to fellow citizens and civic-minded organisations

to prevail on the government to postpone the enactment of theto prevail on the government to postpone the enactment of the

 Amendment  Amendment until the public has time to be properly informed, until the public has time to be properly informed, toto

debate, debate, and to and to respond to respond to its implications;its implications;

We appeal to the President to even at this stage halt the processWe appeal to the President to even at this stage halt the process

that has been set in motion, and to revert instead to the long-that has been set in motion, and to revert instead to the long-

hoped-for and many-times-promised abolition of the Executivehoped-for and many-times-promised abolition of the Executive

 Presidency. Presidency.

Suriya WickremSuriya Wickremasinghe, Civil asinghe, Civil Rights MovementRights Movement

avilbl Soon  SSa / Suriy Booshopavilbl Soon  SSa / Suriy Booshop

“Locations of Buddhism is an important and“Locations of Buddhism is an important and

much-needed biography of the Sri Lankanmuch-needed biography of the Sri Lankan
monk Hikkaduve Sumangala. In it Annemonk Hikkaduve Sumangala. In it Anne

Blackburn not only explores the interplayBlackburn not only explores the interplay

 between Buddhist monk intellectuals and between Buddhist monk intellectuals and

the colonial establishment during the heydaythe colonial establishment during the heyday
of British colonialism in the latter half of of British colonialism in the latter half of 

the nineteenth century, but also examinesthe nineteenth century, but also examines

in depth the interconnections of Sri Lankanin depth the interconnections of Sri Lankan

Buddhism with other Buddhist nationsBuddhism with other Buddhist nations

of Southeast Asia, particularly Thailand,of Southeast Asia, particularly Thailand,
Burma, and Cambodia. This is a must-readBurma, and Cambodia. This is a must-read

for students of Buddhism and for thosefor students of Buddhism and for those

interested in colonialism in this region.”interested in colonialism in this region.”
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